Combined treatment with ren-shen-yang-rong-tang (Japanese name: ninjin-youei-to) plus prednisolone on adjuvant-induced arthritis in Lewis rat.
The effects of combined treatment with 250 mg/kg Ren-shen-yang-rong-tang (Japanese name: Ninjinyouei-to, NYT) plus 4 mg/kg, an average dosage, or 0.2 mg/kg, a suboptimal dosage, of prednisolone (PSL) on adjuvant-induced arthritis in Lewis rats were investigated using two treatment schedules. The agents were administered orally every day from day 0 to 21 (schedule A), or from day -7 to 21 (schedule B) after adjuvant injection. PSL treatment (4 mg/kg) obviously inhibited paw swelling due to non-immune inflammation, diminished the weights of the thymus, spleen, adrenals and iliac lymph nodes, and suppressed the increment of serum interleukin (IL)-6 concentration in both schedules compared to controls. NYT treatment alone inhibited paw swelling due to immune inflammation, diminished the weight of the adrenals and decreased IL-6 concentration only in schedule A. Combined treatment with NYT plus PSL (4 mg/kg) showed: (1) a superior effect to that of PSL on paw swelling in the uninjected hind foot, especially in schedule B, (2) a tendency to diminish adrenal weight in schedule A and the weights of all four organs in schedule B compared with PSL treatment alone, and (3) a suppressive effect on IL-6 concentration weaker than that of PSL alone in schedule B. The suppressive effect of combined treatment with NYT plus PSL (0.2 mg/kg) on paw swelling was significantly stronger compared with either NYT or PSL treatment alone in schedule B. Although this dose of PSL had no influence upon the IL-6 concentration, the combined treatment or NYT alone increased the IL-6 concentration.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)